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Chairman’s view
The blazing July weather may have given way to more normal UK
summer weather but the good soaring conditions continue. What's
more, with farmers cutting their fields exceptionally early, land out
conditions couldn't be better.
This month we have enjoyed a high launch rate, particularly on
weekdays when the club hosted a two-week Air League course,
and 5-day courses which, incidentally, are fully booked up until the
end of the season. Thanks go to Richard, George and tug pilots
Jim Roland, Bob Davey and Steve Williams for putting such a
huge effort into instructing and towing on these courses. And also
to Senior Cadet Maddi Roberts who looked after the Air League
students.
At weekends we have had occasional slow launch days. This has been due to
unforeseeable technical problems but these are now resolved. The Booker Engineering
team have worked extremely hard to achieve this and much appreciate the patience of
members inconvenienced by the shortage of tugs.
Coming up on 1st / 2nd September, Booker will be hosting the final of the
Inter-Club League, to be directed by Jim White. The ICL comp runs on the
bank holiday weekends throughout the season. On a comp day each
competing club fields three pilots: a pundit (flown in a Nationals), an
intermediate (flown in a Regionals) and a novice. The rules are relatively
simple and it makes the ideal introduction to competition flying. If you have
any ambition to fly in our Regionals next year try to visit the club during this 2018 final. You'll
see how the competition works and you can fly the tasks.
Situation Vacant: there is quite a groundswell of opinion among members who would like
Booker to compete in the Interclub League next year. Of course, it takes a little bit of
organisation. That's why we will be needing an Inter-Club League Steward. If you think you
could take this on, please let me know. The first step would probably be to have a meeting
after Aboyne to plan our participation.
Following on from the ICL, on 8th September we have the Easter Egg Cup Aerobatics comp
(rained off in April) run by Graham Saw. Further details below, suffice to say that this is an
opportunity to have fun while honing your handling skills in unusual attitudes.
Don't forget the Aboyne Expedition. Yet again response has been excellent but there may be
a few places left. For an out-of-season gliding holiday Aboyne just can't be beaten and the
thrill of climbing to great heights along lenticulars stacked up like dinner plates is unique.
Right now, five Booker pilots are competing: George Hunter in the UK Junior Nationals,
Steve Williams in the Lasham Regionals, Jim White and Tim Scott in the 15 metre Nationals
and Simon Vardigans in the Standard Class Nationals. Good luck to all of them – you can
follow their progress on Soaring Spot.
See you up there.
William Parker - Chairman
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From the CFI
The summer's good weather continues and the launch point has
been a hive of activity. As I write this piece the hangar is being
unpacked by six students sent to us via the Air League and British
Airways. These young people have been selected for a two-week
gliding course with the aim of going solo and I'm pleased to say that
thus far, five of them have achieved that goal. The course is a huge
amount of fun for all those involved and it's an honour and a
privilege that both the Air League and British Airways see fit to send
their students to be trained at Booker Gliding Club.
The course is also a great example of what can be achieved in a
short time with a high level of determination and an intense period
of training. For most of us, including myself, it took several months
of one or two days a week training to go solo but with a course such as this, that goal can be
achieved in just 8-10 days. As a result, this is something we are considering introducing for
both full and course members next year; two weeks of intensive training to meet those allimportant milestones.
At the end of this month we are looking forward to welcoming a number of competitors from
other clubs to the Inter-Club league Final. The final will be held on 1st and 2nd September
and will be run along the same lines as our own Regionals. Although the competitors will
take priority with the launching I would encourage all to take part and fly the tasks and I am
hopeful that we will also have a team to compete in the 2019 season. There will also be a
BBQ on Saturday 1st September, tickets available from the office, £10 per person.
I wrote last month about our upcoming Aboyne expedition. I'm pleased to say that 20
members have now signed up for this but we are still looking for more! Please have a look at
the posters displayed in the club house, or for further details contact either me or Jane
Moore.
Finally, and on more of an operational level, the CAA has asked that we operate on 126.555
during Wycombe ATC closure periods (for daily closure times please consult the NOTAMs).
They have also asked that all gliders and tugs make blind downwind calls (see script below),
tugs are also to make departure calls. ATC are aware that we will also have our usual gliding
chatter (account numbers etc). For gliders without radios (K13) either take a handheld, or in
the case of an early solo student, make the call on their behalf from the ground.
Most of all, please remember Aviate, Navigate, Communicate. Radios do not save lives,
good look out and common sense does. if you have any questions regarding this, please do
not hesitate to contact me or ask the duty instructor who will be able to explain more.
Typical downwind call: Glider XX downwind left-hand 24 gliding side
Safe Flying
Richard Crockett - CFI
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Members’ achievements
Congratulations to:
Ossian O’Sullivan – First solo
14-year-old Ossian flies with the Tuesday Evening group and
has been waiting for this moment for quite a while.

Air League Scholars – First solo

Luke, Eric and Mark

Gurpal

Brooke

Steve Goodhram – Re-solo
Steve went solo at Booker 35 years ago. He came back to Booker with
his son on a 2-day course and re-soloed. The pair would like to carry on
gliding but as they live in Birmingham it is likely to be at a club closer to
home.
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2018 Easter Egg Cup

Competition

Saturday 8th September
Easter fell in April this year, which was unfortunate as the rain also fell, in large quantities until the end of the month, so this renowned and hotly contested competition had to be
postponed. The format is simple, there are three
classes: Standard, Tricky and – if the British Team
turns up – Joker. The entry fee is a crisp blue fiver,
you can fly as many times and in whichever class
you like, and you can take a safety pilot with you.
There is a splendid trophy for the winner and lots of
edible prizes, which may or may not be eggshaped.
And just to encourage those who are wavering –
one year the comp was won by a cadet who had
not yet gone solo. Come along and join in – or
watch – the fun.
The pic shows a typical sequence which may – or
may not – be the one to be flown.

Inter-Club League final – 1st / 2nd September
Booker has been asked to host the final of the Inter-Club League so
we will be welcoming pilots from around the country to fly in this
event. Members are welcome to come to the daily briefings, and to
help with the running of the comp. Members are also encouraged to
fly the tasks. There will be a BBQ on the Saturday to which all are
invited (£10 a head, tickets from the office).
And maybe next year we could have a Booker Team to compete in
the League…. does anyone fancy being Inter-Club League Steward?
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Whispering Wardrobes Vintage Weekend
22nd / 23rd September
This weekend celebrates everything vintage, with a host of colourful machines coming to
Booker to be admired and – if the weather co-operates – to take to the air. Come along and
see gliders from the early days of our sport. Here are some examples from previous years:
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Aboyne – this could be you! – sign up now!
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Pilot profile
This month we talk to a member who has just bought his own glider and is looking forward to
completing his Silver…… and more.

Nik von Merveldt
What got you interested in aviation?
I’ve always been interested in planes and flying, I had my first
trial flight for my 11th birthday, in a Cessna 172 at
Johannesburg Lanseria Airport. At age 12 I saw a guy flying a
radio-controlled glider and thought ‘I want one of those’. I built
my first RC glider and it became a runaway obsession, I
couldn’t have enough, I crashed and re-built them 1000 times.
I built faster models, with engines, I always had one with me.
When I left school I tried sky-diving, I did 22 jumps and then
got too scared to continue. But my ultimate aim was always to
fly aircraft.
When did you start gliding?
The family doctor was a glider pilot and I had a winch launch at his club but I couldn’t afford
to pursue it, I came to the UK in 2008, and by 2010 was earning enough to start thinking
about getting a PPL. But then I came to Booker for a trial [gliding] lesson and suddenly
realised that it made more sense than flying power in a straight line. I bought a course, but I
progressed slowly because of time pressures, it took me 50 flights to solo which was
frustrating as I had flown lots of aircraft on sims. It took me a long time to sort out my
landings. In 2017 I had more time so I decided to go for Bronze and the XC endorsement. I
went on the Lleweni Parc expedition and discovered ridge flying, the most exhilarating flying
I had ever done, it reminded me what it was all about. Also that gliding is an extreme sport
and you need to be much more adept to be a glider pilot – there’s an interesting mix of
safety consciousness and pushing the envelope.
What’s the buzz?
Being off on task and not being sure you will get back – it’s a completely unnatural
environment.
What stage are you at?
I’ve done Silver distance, and I have a Silver height to claim. And I’ve just bought my own
glider, a Discus. It was a massive milestone, a big decision which will make it easier for me
to glide.
What are your goals?
I want to get my Diamonds.
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Do you remember any significant moments?
My first solo. My 50k to Enstone - I was supposed to land but there was a 6kt thermal so I
came back……….and in my excitement landed with the wheel up! During the expedition to
Klippeneck I set out on a 50k task but the sky was poor in the task area so I headed north to
the edge of the Stuttgart zone, turned round and found the sky had opened up so I did 110k
– just the best fun! And of course buying my glider.
What do you do when you’re not flying?
I look at the sky wishing I was flying. I’m a bit of an avid drone pilot too.
Do you have any advice for our readers?
Fly more often, whenever possible. It’s as easy as getting in your car and coming to the
airfield. Life will put your flying on hold, you need to be selfish about it.

Ladder Corner
Our Regionals are just over and for me it was an
experience which moved my gliding on significantly. Before
July 2018 I had done only one 300km flight in my gliding
career. This July I did three with two of them in the
Regionals!
I wanted to give a few thoughts on Flight Analysis which
can be a useful tool in measuring and seeing where you
can improve your performance. If you download a task
from the ladder into SeeYou you can do some analysis on
it and consider the strong and weak points in your performance.
 What interval is your logger set on? This makes for interesting circling profiles on
analysis. If you do a 20 second circle with 3 second interval you will get 6 or 7 fixes
where on a 12 second interval only 1 or 2. So a 3 or 4 second interval will give you a
good idea of the shape of your circling whereas on a 12 second interval it just looks like
you are jiggling around.
 Checking for Airspace Infringements can be done on the route page or the graph page
and ‘Control I’ on the keyboard will give you a list of them.
 Looking at the graph page gives you a vertical profile of your flight. You can easily see
how well you have been climbing by how steep your line is and whether you left the
thermal at the right time or lingered too long in a failing lift.
 Have a look at the statistic page, there is lots of useful info here.
o Thermalling v Gliding % I am informed that if you spend much more than a third of
your time climbing you are probably not being as efficient as you could be.
o How much of your time do you spend turning left as opposed to right? Are you
more successful one way or another? Does it vary from day to day? I have heard
people say that for example ‘today was a left-hand day’.
o What is your average length of glide and the average L/D at which you did them?
See how long your glides are on a particular day as compared with one of the
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pundits. If they are gliding for 15 kms and you are only gliding for 7 or 8kms then
perhaps you are stopping to turn too often.
 Go to the phase tab. By clicking on this you can uncover some more details of the flight.
Then by clicking on the column headings at the top of the page you can sort the data.
o AVario Is your average climb rate. Is it really as good as you thought it was?
o Dis Done will give you the length of your glides and sorting by Avg IAS will give
you the speed at which you did them. Was your final glide really as fast as you
thought it was?
o D/H is interesting, it is the L/D for the glide in the relevant phase. A negative figure
means you were climbing in that glide phase and any positive figure above the
glide ratio for your glider shows you chose good air.
There is a lot of info in See you that can be useful in improving our flying and I’m sure that
some of you have discovered ways of analysing your flights that will be helpful to us all so
please feel free to share them in print, lecture or on the XC WhatsApp group or Yahoo
group.
Don’t forget to put our club tasks in you PDA so if the task you have declared proves to be
the wrong one you can revert to one of the club tasks and treat it as a declared one.
BOB-BIC-DID-BOO 100k FAI triangle (The Milk Run)
BOB-MEM-BOO 100k o/r
SOS-FMA-AVE-BOO 200k FAI triangle
(FMA is Four Marks station on the Watercress line - south of Basingstoke)
BOB-ANE-BUC-BOO 200k triangle
BOB-FRO-EVE-BOO 300k FAI triangle
BOB-BUL-COB-BOO 300k triangle
Meanwhile continue to share your flights with your fellow club members and don’t forget to
make comments on the ladder about your experience. These are read and really well
received by the rest of us.
The OLC ladder allows you to fit tasks to the route you have flown so is very useful with the
exciting handicapped Grand Prix program designed by Tim Scott. Access is available via the
Booker Website member’s page which has a couple of links direct to the Booker Gliding
Club OLC Flights (the coloured boxes). So sign up now and get familiar with its format, it is
very easy to put your flights on this.
By the way if you have flown without a declared task you can fit a task to your flight on See
You by using ‘control L’ or ‘Edit Optimise’ from the menu. This allows an OLC or a FAI task
to be optimised to your flight.
Happy flying
Jeremy Gilbey – Ladder Steward
Jeremy@gilbey.eu
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Classic aircraft
In the June edition we published some of cadet Basel Hammond’s drawings of aircraft.
Below is another example of his talents.

Basel says: as a little boy I used to love this classic biplane, the WACO YMF 5c Super. WACO
stands for Weaver Aircraft company. The design was reincarnated from a vintage classic, and the
new company reproducing it is still building them.

Dates for your diary
1st / 2nd September:
8th September:
22nd / 23rd September:
13th - 28th October:

BGA Inter-Club League final
Easter Egg Cup aerobatics comp
Whispering Wardrobes Vintage weekend
Aboyne expedition
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Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker XC WhatsApp group – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country. Provides the opportunity
to share task ideas, co-ordinate rigging etc. Ask an instructor to add you.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to:

bookergc-expeditions-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your name and membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to email each other easily. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: bookergc_instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your name and membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members’ page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your name and membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out
http://bookergc.blogspot.com/ and https://www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub
*** All views expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you would like to submit an article for a future edition please
send it to Jane Moore at jxmoore@gmail.com
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